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INTRODUCTION
All organised events on land under MHT jurisdiction require prior consent from MHT under the
byelaws. In September 2017 the Board adopted a policy for trail hunting on MHT land to enable
staff to manage trail hunt events with the aim of protecting and conserving MHT land, wildlife
and managing these activities alongside other users of the Hills and Commons.
In December 2020 the Board decided to suspend licencing of trail hunts on MHT land for the
remainder of the 2020/21 season following the national release of two webinars attended by
more than 100 participants that led to the director of the Master of Foxhounds Association
(MFHA) being charged with a criminal offence in March 2021. This suspension was extended at
the Board meeting on the 9 th September 2021 whilst awaiting the outcome of the trial relating to
this charge.
On the 15th October the director of MFHA was found guilty of 'encouraging and assisting people
to evade the ban on fox hunting'. Westminster Magistrates' Court's Deputy Chief Magistrate Tan
Ikram concluded that Mr Hankinson was "clearly encouraging the mirage of trail laying to act as
cover for old fashioned illegal hunting".
The Trust's suspension is still in place today. This paper aims to provide trustees with factual
information to help them to decide on what to do next - options may include lifting the current
suspension, imposing further conditions on the events, or suspending licensing indefinitely. This
information comprises: 1) how the local trail hunting events have been performed on MHT land
since 2016, including feedback from other stakeholders and 2) the wider picture of trail hunting
across the UK including the recent high-profile court case.

1) PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL HUNTS ON MHT LAND

The information below provides a summary of the recorded transgressions of MHT byelaws and
the Trail Hunting Policy 2017 (see Appendix A). An itemised list of the breaches/incidents may be
found in Appendix B.
Land under the jurisdiction of the Malvern Hills Trust falls within two separate hunting 'countries',
the Ledbury Hunt, which covers Castlemorton Common, Hollybed Common and all hill land south
of Wynd's Point, and the Croome and West Warwickshire Hunt (CWW) which covers the Old Hills
and hill land north of Wynd's Point.
The points below refer to Led bury Hunt unless otherwise stated.

Applications
Since 2016, all public event organisers must complete an application form and submit evidence of
public liability insurance and a risk assessment to ensure activities are assessed against risk of
damage to the Trust's estate and to ensure events are carried out safely.
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In 2017 the amended Trail Hunting Policy was adopted by the Board which outlined the
application requirements for trail hunts.
How many trail hunt applications and meets have occurred per season?

Under the adopted policy, the organiser of a trail hunt event that is to either be run over Trust
land, or on land adjoining Trust land, should submit an application for their event. The table
below outlines the number of proposed meets given at the start of season and applications made
and approved by the Trust. The table also includes the number of occasions where hunts were
observed on or adjacent to land under the jurisdiction of the Trust at any other time.

Season
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Applications made and
approved events on MHT
land
5
0

Ledbury Hunt
Croome and
West
Warwickshire
Hunt (CWW)
Ledbury Hunt

Li

cww

0

Ledbury Hunt

Li

cww
Ledbury Hunt

0
1
0
0

Of Li applications made 2
events were held.
1 event was cancelled due to
poor weather and one
application was refused by
MHT
1
Of 3 applications made, 2
were held. 1 event was
cancelled.
1
0
0
0

cww

0

0

Ledbury Hunt

cww
2020/21
(tO 30th
October)

Number of
proposed
meets at
start of
season
Not required
Not required

Hunts meets
observed on or
adjacent to MHT
land on any other
occasions
0
0

0

0
2

0

Li
0
2 -1 prior to
suspension of
licences, 1 after
suspension of
licences.
1 after suspension of
licences

In recent years there have been fewer applications for trail hunts on land under the jurisdiction of
MHT. However, there has been an increase in the number trail hunt meets being organised on
land adjoining to or accessed over MHT land where no notice has been given or application has
been made.
The 2020/21 season was affected by Covid-19 lockdowns and the lower number of events reflects
this situation. It should be noted that Hunts have been observed on and on land adjacent to MHT
land on 2 occasions following written notice of suspended permissions.
Have applications been submitted correctly in line with the policy?

As the table above outlines, applications have not been made for some meets where required and
other applications have not been made by the deadlines outlined in the policy.
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Of the Li trail hunt seasons that followed the adoption of the policy, Ledbury Hunt and CWW have
failed to provide the 30 day notice required in all Li seasons. Notice has either been given less
than 30 days prior to the first event or no notice hos been given.
On 3 occasions notice of a hunt activity on or adjacent to MHT land was given by a third party less
than 2li hours in advance of the event.
Out of the 13 occasions where Ledbury Hunt were observed on or adjacent to Trust land, 2
applications were submitted in line with the policy (2017/18 to 20/21 season). Issues include
applications being submitted less than 10 days prior to the proposed event, not including key
information for example starting locations, and not including maps of the proposed trail route
with the application form.
CWW have been observed on or adjacent to MHT land on 3 occasions. Of those, 2 events have
been permitted following the submission of applications more than 10 days before the event (as
required). 30 day notice has not been given to the Trust for any season.

Map have been provided alongside all application forms however, they have lacked detail. Maps
provided by either hunt have never included arrows to mark the direction of the trail laying or
route expected to be taken by the hunt. Route maps provided have become busier over time with
more routes marked in a greater number of areas after MHT staff reported that the route taken
on the day does not match that provided in the application.
Evidence of public liability insurance has been provided by Hunts when requested by MHT.
Has the approved application been adhered to?

Over the 5 seasons, 11 events have been held with approval from the Trust following an
application. Three of these events have been held in line with the information provided in the
application form and agreed by the Trust. There have been 8 occasions where the information
provided in the application forms do not match the activities in the field observed by staff. This
includes the participants exceeding the numbers stated on the application form (2 occasions) or
the route of the event being significantly different during the activity to that which was agreed
during the application (Li occasions).
What evidence is there that a trail is being laid?

The laying of a trail is a critical part in ensuring that the event is a trail hunt and nothing else.
During the monitoring of 10 hunt events, evidence was observed on only one occasion
immediately prior or during the event. On this occasion staff observed a rider dragging a sock on
a stick along the ground for a couple of minutes. This was done behind the progress and route of
the hounds which were travelling at speed in the other direction and the Hunt were not reported
returning to this location later in the day.
Other than this, MHT staff did not see any evidence of a trail being laid and so asked to meet with
the person laying the trail.
MHT staff met hunt members when they laid their trail on two occasions, both were early in the
morning in 2017 and 2018. On both occasions scent was laid by someone on horseback many
hours before the event was held (7 hours and Li hours before respectively). As is naturally the case,
both artificial and fox-based scents degrade in the environment. The rate at which the scent
disappears and can no longer be followed by dogs depends on the conditions - wind, moisture,
temperature etc. For context drag hounds (where bloodhounds follow a scent) lay their trail no
more than 20 minutes before the hounds are directed to find it (Internationaf Fund for Animal
Welfare, 2015). MFHA do not provide any guidance on when a trail should be laid prior to the
hounds beginning their activity.
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Have any breaches of national law, MHT byelaw or policy have been observed by staff?
Allowing hounds to loiter in cover (breach of Trail Hunting Policy point 11)

There have been 7 incidents where staff have observed hounds being put through cover and
loitering. This is often accompanied by Hunt Staff/Whippers-in surrounding the bramble/scrub
patch to encourage hounds. Staff have spoken to these individuals on 6 occasions to ask them to
move on and of these, MHT staff instructions have not been carried out immediately as requested
on 3 occasions.
The majority of these incidents have been during activities where no application has been made
nor approval given for a trail route. Where hounds have been observed in cover near to permitted
trail routes, it should be noted that trails are not permitted to be laid through cover (scrub and
brambles) under the policy. In addition, it is also almost impossible to physically lay a trail through
these areas as they are impenetrable on foot or by horse.
Hounds out of control/ in areas excluded by the Trust (breach of Trail Hunting Policy point
10)

In addition to the Hunt being observed off the proposed trail route, the Hunt have also been
observed in areas that are excluded as per the policy. This includes an event where hounds were
observed to be running loose and uncontrolled in MHT woodland for around 20 minutes and 10
hounds observed uncontrolled on the ridgeline of Hangman's Hill for around 15 minutes.
This area was explicitly excluded in the permissions by MHT for the subsequent event. This
instruction was ignored and hounds and Hunt Staff were seen in this area during the second event
(one month later).
Following a request that trails should not laid through sensitive SSSI habitats, applications for a
laying a trail through this area have not been made.
Driving on the Common (breach of byelaw 8)
Quad bikes have been observed with the Hunt on a large number of occasions. Quad bikes are
permitted to travel along easements (where permission has been sought from property owner) or
along the highway.
On 4 occasions quad bikes have been observed driving over the open common. This includes one
occasion where staff spoke to the quad driver parked on the Castlemorton Common requesting it
be returned to the highway and then 45 minutes later the bike left the highway again and
travelled across the common.
Vehicles belonging to followers have also been observed parked on the verges of Castlemorton
Common. The number of occurrences of this has reduced following the it was brought to the
attention of the Hunt organisers.
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Quad bike on Castlemorton Common (26/11/2018)
Hounds disturbing wildlife/hunting (breach of byelaw 7)

Wildlife including muntjac, tawny owl and a fox have been flushed by hounds on MHT land during
3 events. Other wildlife including foxes have also been observed disturbed by hounds on private
land adjacent to MHT land.
Other related incidents

In addition to byelaw and policy breaches there are a number of other related incidents including
the police attending after being called by MHT staff who observed multiple breaches of the policy
(allowing hounds to loiter in cover), verbal abuse toward MHT staff by hunt followers and the hunt
ignoring instructions given by MHT staff.
Have breaches of the law or MHT byelaw or policy been reported to MHT by other parties?

On eight occasions, further breaches of MHT byelaws or policy have been reported to MHT by
other parties.
This includes the hunt organisers not notifying commoners or local residents of their activities on
five occasions (policy point 1 lt) which led to disturbance to ewes in lamb and horses (MHT byelaw

31 ).
The Trust was also contacted by a visitor that they had been forced off a bridleway near to British
Camp when the Hunt travelled through at speed. The member of the public was seriously
concerned for the safety of her children and dog (MHT byelaw 2lt (c)).
Reputation and publicity

Trail hunting attracts attention and hunting is an emotive subject. Many hunt meets are also
attended by a small number (usually no more than 2-3) hunt saboteurs and hunt monitors who
record the activities on both private and MHT land.
The Trust has received more attention from groups and individuals concerned about the activities
of Hunts on MHT land after an incident in 2016 on land adjacent to Castlemorton Common
where a Hunt participant was charged with affray. This was published in local newspapers and
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MHT received around 5 emails and comments on social media calling for an end to trail hunt
licensing.
It is normal for the Trust to receive up to 5 comments from members of the public objecting to
permitting access to the Hunt on social media or via email following each hunt activity.
The 'Three Counties Hunt Saboteurs' and 'Fox Hunt Off the Malvern Hills' make regular reports
on their Facebook pages of hunt activities on Trust land and hove provided video evidence of
policy/byelow breaches.
On the announcement of charges made against Mark Hankinson, director of the Master of
Foxhounds Association, the Trust received 32 emails calling for trail hunting to be banned on MHT
land.
MHT staff time spent on dealing with these events

MHT staff spend time every month considering all types of event applications and monitoring
events and other third-party activities on Trust land. Some organised events need very little time
and can be processed quickly by reception staff whilst other activities need much more time
processing paperwork and subsequently multiple staff are involved in the application and
monitoring of activities.
Considerable time is spent managing trail hunt events due to their high risk in relation to potential
breaches of byelaw and policy. To adequately monitor the activity, at least 3 members of staff
are required on the day, as the hunt moves at fast pace and is difficult to follow as it travels on
and off the Commons where vehicular access is not possible.
The following provides a summary of the time spent monitoring Hunt activities during each
season attended by both senior staff and wardens. Volunteers and Trustees have also been
involved in monitoring these events.
201 6/17 season 201 7/18 season 2018/19 season 2019/20 season 2020/21 season -

12 days
Not recorded but estimated at 8 staff days
7.5 days
7.5 days
3 days

The above does not include the administration of applications and follow up of the events when
required including writing to Hunt organisers regarding breaches.
Hound exercising

Hound Exercising is also carried out on land under the jurisdiction of the Trust by Led bury Hunt.
This usually takes place early in the morning with hounds being accompanied by horse riders
and/or cyclists. No applications are currently required for this activity.

2) TRAIL HUNTING ACROSS THE UK
Other organisations

Following the release of the two webinors and subsequent police investigation as to whether
crimes hod been committed, o number of organisations including the National Trust, Forestry
Commission England, United Utilities, Lake District Notional Park Authority and Natural Resources
Wales all suspended their licensing of trail hunts on land under their jurisdiction.
On the 1 5th October the director of the Moster of Foxhounds Association was found guilty of
encouraging illegal fox hunting.
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Below are the current positions of large landowners/organisations in light of this verdict:
United Utilities - Current suspension of trail hunting licences remains in place.
Forestry Commission England - "A trial took take place in September 2021 and the verdict given
on 15 October. Forestry England's trail hunting suspension in the nation's forests will remain in
place until we have had enough time to understand the implications of the case and the
magistrates' verdict."
Lake District National Park Authority - ''Trail hunting on land owned by the Lake District National
Park Authority has been suspended since November 2020. This followed legal proceedings against
a member of the Hunting Office, which concluded this week. We will now take time to consider our
next steps as a landowner and National Park Authority, and trail hunting licences will remain
suspended for this season (2021122)."
National Trust- On the 30th October, National Trust members voted (non-binding) to ban trail
hunting (76,816 in favour, 38,18Li against) on National Trust land at their AGM. The Trustees are
now expected to review their position on trail hunting.
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust - Do not allow hunting on their land although Hunts may pass over
bridleways where they cross WWT land. When acquiring new land, WWT writes to local Hunts to
inform them that hunting is no longer permitted in the area.

3) OPTIONS
There are a number of options or combination of options available to the Trust which are outlined
below.
a) Lift suspension now and continue under existing policy

The current suspension could end and licensing resume for trail hunts to carry out their activity on
Trust land.
Hunts would be encouraged to make applications to the Trust and provide notice for their
proposed events. Activities would be monitored in line with the current policy.
b) Suspend for the rest of the season

The suspension currently in place could be extended for the rest of the season following the
observed breaches which have already taken place in 2021 where notice and applications have
not been made.
Other organisations have continued to suspend their licencing process in light of the result of the
recent trial. Doing this would allow time for consultation with relevant parties in order to bring the
matter back to the Board in preparation for the 2022/23 season and for further conditions to be
applied if appropriate (see option c).
A suspension for the rest of the season would allow the Trust to approach other organisations and
understand their position.
This option would require members of the Trust to continue to monitor the activity of hunts if
observed on Trust land or respond accordingly if the Hunt is reported to be on or adjacent to Trust
land by a member of the public.
Under this option it is likely that the Trust would receive no notice of Hunt meets near to or
adjacent to Trust land and would have to respond quickly and at short notice.
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c) Add more conditions to the policy and licencing process

Further conditions related to trail hunting could be added to the policy to allow the Trust to better
manage events. These could be put in place for the rest of the 2021 /22 season or following a
suspension for the remainder of this season and implemented for the 2022/23 season.
These could include:








Tighter conditions on scent trail laying,
o Scent to be laid within 2 hours prior to the event passing along the trail,
o Approved artificial scent (not derived from fox),
o Identity of trail setter made known to MHT staff at start of event.
Tighter application process so if the paperwork is not provided on time, there is automatic
refusal of permissions for an event.
Observing a breach of policy or byelaw would result in automatic refusal of future event.
Maximum size for pack of hounds
Identity of Master of Hounds and Whips to be made known to MHT staff prior to the
event.

The above would better allow MHT staff to follow the route of the event and identify any
breaches of policy.
Trail hunt activities would continue to be monitored as has been done in previous seasons.
d) Suspend indefinitely

This paper outlines the record of the application process and the reports of trail hunt activities
being monitored by MHT staff. The licencing of trail hunts may be suspended indefinitely on the
basis of:

-

evidence of this type of event is resulting in damage to the Hills and Commons and there
is a high risk of this activity breaching byelaws,
evidence shows that Trail Hunt organisers are continually failing to meet conditions of
current policy

This option would require the Trust to continue to monitor the activity of hunts if observed on
Trust land or respond accordingly if the Hunt is reported to be on or adjacent to Trust land by a
member of the public.
Under this option it is likely that the Trust would receive no notice of Hunt meets near to or
adjacent to Trust land and would have to respond quickly and at short notice.
e) Other or a combination of the above

No recommendation has been made.
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Appendix A-Adopted Trail Hunting Policy 2017

MHT Policy on hunting and disturbance of wild
animals
Disturbance of wild animals
1. The unauthorised chasing, killing, hunting or trapping of any animal on MHT land is
prohibited under Section 7 of the Malvern Hills Byelaws 1995.
2. In accordance with the law, the hunting of wild mammals with dogs over any land under
MHT jurisdiction is prohibited.

Hunting policy
1.
2.
3.

Li.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

In accordance with the law, hunting a wild mammal with a dog/s on MHT land is
prohibited.
In addition, the activities specified in Schedule 1 of the Hunting Act 200£i are also NOT
permitted on MHT land.
In the following parts of this policy, "hunting" means following a pre-laid scent trail or a
trail made by the scent of a person with a pack of hounds. "The Hunt" means the body
organising the hunting event.
No hunting may take place on MHT land without written permission given in advance. In
the event that hounds come on to MHT land inadvertently, only the hunt Masters, the
Huntsman or Whippers-in may follow them, solely for the purpose of retrieving and
removing hounds as quickly as possible.
Hunts wishing to hunt on MHT land, or run any other event, must make a written
application to MHT, in advance, on MHT's application form. This will be considered under
the normal Event Application process, and the application may be approved, MHT may
request an amendment to the planned arrangements or the application may be rejected.
Approval of applications to run a Hunt event will be confirmed in writing or by E-mail, and
applicants must ensure that this has been received before the event takes place.
The application process is as follows:
a.
Not less than one month before the first proposed event organisers must send a
written notification giving the dates of any hunting events proposed where they
wish to (or it is possible that they may) cross MHT land.
b.
Details of the proposed event, including routes of scent trails to be laid must be
submitted no less than 10 days before the event.
Hunts should be aware that the proposed area of any approved hunting event may be
made public.
The number of hunting events on MHT land will be limited to a maximum of Li occasions
per Hunt in each winter season, such season to between October 1 st and January 31 st
Hunting will only be permitted on Old Hills, Hollybed Common and Castlemorton Common
(including Berrow Downs and lower eastern slopes of Swinyard Hill below the Pink Cottage
Track). Hunting on the main spine of the Hills is not permitted.
During the course of any approved event the Master and/or Huntsman must have full
knowledge of where the scent trail has been laid and scent trails must not be laid through
areas of cover. Hounds must be kept to the path of the scent trail and the pack is to be
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12.
13.
1 Li.
15.

encouraged to keep moving and not permitted to loiter in any area of undergrowth, scrub,
gorse, thicket or covert.
Parking of horse boxes associated with the Hunt on MHT land is not permitted, except in
identified car parks and parking spaces.
Hunts must take all reasonable steps to prevent the parking of vehicles on its land by Hunt
followers.
The Hunt must advise any farmers or commoners likely to be affected and in particular all
those who have stock on or near the Common.
MHT reserve the right to cancel permission at short notice if weather conditions so
dictated or for any other good reason.

Approved by the Board 1 Li September 201 7
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Appendix B
The points below refer to Ledbury Hunt unless otherwise stated.
Have applications been submitted correctly in line with the policy?

As the table above outlines, applications have not been made for some meets and applications
have not been made by the deadlines outlined in the policy:
2016/1 7 Season
19/10/2016 Application not received 5 working days before proposed event (as required prior
to adoption of updated trail hunting policy in 2017). Incorrect date given on form and no
correction prior to event.
2017 /18 Season
Notice not given 30 days prior to first proposed event (notice given on 25/10/2017 for
proposed event on 20/11/2017) by Ledbury Hunt.
21/10/2017 Application mode by CCW only '-i days before proposed meet date.
20/11/2017 Letter asking for permission submitted rather than formal application form as
requested. No map of trail route provided with letter but was received 2 working days prior to
event after request by MHT.
2018/19 Season
29/10/2018 report of Hunt on Castlemorton Common from member of public. No notice or
application made.
26/11/2018 Application not provided 10 days prior to event date and form submitted lacked
essential information including missing starting and finishing locations and staff had to
request further details. Map provided was inadequate.
21/01/2019 No application made for a trail hunt despite hunt being observed on MHT land.
20219/20 season
Advanced notice (30 days) for events to be held on Castlemorton only given for January date
despite Ledbury Hunt being observed on Castlemorton Common in Sept, Nov and Dec 2019.
30/09/2019 Advance notice of Hunt meet adjacent to Costlemorton Common from member
of public, no application made.
19/11/2019 Advance notice of Hunt meet adjacent to Castlemorton Common from member
of public, no application mode for meet.
09/12/2019 Advance notice of Hunt meet adjacent to Castlemorton Common from member
of public, no application made for event.
20/01/2020 30 day notice given but no application form provided by the required 10-day
deadline.
2020/21 season
No advanced notice given by Led bury Hunt of possible meet dates.
21/09/2020 Report from member of the public of Hunt on Castlemorton Common with no
application made for meet.
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14/12/2020 Report from member of the public of Hunt on Castlemorton Common with no
application made for meet and no application would be considered as suspension of licencing
hod been agreed by Boord following police investigation.
Has the approved application been adhered to?

21/11/2016 Underestimate of attendees. 1 5 participants listed as expected in application form
but around 25 attended in very poor weather.
28/12/2016 Underestimate of attendees in initial application. 15 participants listed as expected
which was updated to 40 when queried by MHT staff.
27/02/2017 Activity listed as "exercising hounds", not trail hunting.
20/11/2017 Route of the event didn't match the route mop provided with the application form.
Application refused.
27/11/2017 Activity listed as "exercising hounds", not trail hunting in application form.
22/01/2018 CWW route of event didn't match route map provided with application (Hunt not
seen on Trust land by staff but reported by third party).
26/11/2018 Route of event didn't match route map provided with application form.
17/12/2018 Hounds and masters entered area excluded from route by MHT staff prior to event
due to habitat and visitor sensitivities.
What evidence is there that a trail is being laid?

16/01/2017 Rider observed dragging a sock on a stick apparently laying scent. Observed for short
period part way through the event and not continued for more than a couple of minutes. This
was carried out in a location around 1 5 minutes behind route and progress of hounds.
20/11/2017 Senior staff member observed joint hunt master laying scent trail over port of
approved route across MHT land at 7.00 am. Event did not enter area till 2.00pm.
17/12/2018 MHT staff met mounted Hunt Staff with a scent marker hanging from under horse at
6:55am. MHT staff observed member ride across the Common along agreed route. Hunt arrived
on Common more than 4 hours later at 11 :1 Sam.
Have any breaches of national law, MHT byelaw or policy have been observed by staff?
Allowing hounds to loiter in cover (breach of Trail Hunting policy point 11)

16/01/2017 Staff intervened as hounds in cover (scrub/brambles) for considerable period where it
was not possible that a trail could have been laid. Asked to move hounds on by Trust staff but
Hunt Staff delayed before moving hounds on. From report "Asked to move hounds on, and met

with a reply of 'Why? They aren't doing any harm"'.
20/11/2017 MHT staff intervened on two occasions to instruct Hunt Staff to move hounds on
that were loitering in cover on Castlemorton Common. One occasion the Hunt were near to route
agreed in application and off the route agreed in the second instance.
17/12/2018 MHT intervened to instruct Hunt Staff to move hounds on that were loitering in cover
on Castlemorton Common (in area of permitted route).
18/11/2019 pack of hounds in cover on Castlemorton Common. No attempt to move on hounds
until Hunt Staff were approached by MHT staff. Report reads "Masters ignored staff and another
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member of the hunt apologised to say that they did not know where the hounds were." This was
off any agreed route as no application was submitted.
19/11/2019 Hounds observed by Trust staff going through cover. This was off any agreed route
as no application was submitted.
09/12/2019 Hunt observed by staff on Trust land with hounds in cover/brambles/scrub and
remained there for approximately 5 minutes before being asked to leave by staff and chaperoned
back off the Castlemorton Common by staff. This was off any agreed route as no application was
submitted.

Hunt staff encouraging hounds to stay in cover, Castlemorton Common (20/11/2017)

Hounds out of control/ in areas excluded by the Trust (breach of Trail Hunting policy point

10)
26/11/2018 Hounds observed to be running loose and uncontrolled in MHT woodland for around
20 minutes and 10 hounds observed uncontrolled on the ridgeline of Hangman's Hill for around
15 minutes.
17/12/2018 Hounds observed on slopes of Hangman's Hill which had been explicitly excluded
from proposed trail route during application process. Joint Master questioned MHT's decision and
ignored instructions to remove hounds from area.
Driving on the Common (breach of byelaw 8)

21/11/2016 Quad bike and horseboxes parked and drive on Castlemorton Common.
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20/11/2017 Approximately 15 vehicles parked on the verge of Castlemorton Common at start of
meet.
26/11/2018 Silver quad bike observed on Castlemorton Common on arrival by Trust staff. Driver
confirmed they were with the Hunt and were asked to move off the common. LiS mins later a red
quad bike with box on rear left the road and drove across the common followed by the silver quad
bike.
1Li/12/2020 Quad bike observed on Common, driving between two easements. Grey quad bike
with no number plates and box.

Hounds disturbing wildlife/hunting? (breach of byelaw 7)

21/11/2016 3 muntjac and owl flushed from cover
16/01/2017 Muntjac flushed from scrub by hounds
16/01/2017 Staff observed hounds following fox. Reported to Masters who claimed they weren't.
Staff reported incident to police.
Other related incidents

28/12/2016 Police attended after being called by MHT staff following continual breaches
allowing hounds to loiter in cover.
21/01/2019 Staff member was verbally abused by male hunt follower in Blue Land Rover
Discovery whilst monitoring the Hunt.
18/11/2020 Instructions given by staff to move on hounds ignored by Hunt Staff.
Have breaches of the law or MHT byelaw or policy been reported to MHT by other parties?

20/11/2017 Commoner not notified in advance of meet. Breach of policy point 1 Li.
16/01/2017 Resident adjacent to common reported to Trust staff that they had not been
informed in advance of the meet leading to disturbance to livestock (horses). Breach of policy
point 1 Li.
27/02/2017 Visitor with small children and dogs reported being forced off path near British Camp
reservoir by horses travelling at speed. Breach of byelaw 2Lic.
22/01/2018 Member of public reported CCW Hunt with hounds in St Cloud's woodland which was
not on the route approved by the Trust. Breach of hunting policy and byelaw 20.
26/11/2018 Videos of event were shared by a third party with the Trust which included evidence
of hunt members riding on a path signposted "No horse riding on this path" and loose hounds
working Shady Bank common. Breach of byelaw 2Li(b).
21/01/2019 Local resident reported to Trust staff that they had not been informed in advance of
the meet leading to disturbance to livestock (horses). Third party reported that a commoner had
complained that they had not been informed of in advance of the meet and was concerned about
health of ewes in-lamb. Breach of policy point 1 Li.
1Li/1 2/2020 Commoner and residents not given advance notice of hunt meet in the area. Breach
of policy point 1Li.
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